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CCTV SYSTEMS
0439 896 196 (tel:0439 896 196)
A surveillance system acts as a deterrent around your home or
business.
If the footage is good enough it can be used to identify vehicles and people and as
evidence in court. A CCTV package from Greater Perth Lock & Security will protect what
matters to you.
Our security cameras have crystal clear images with a minimum of 2MP, day and night
with infra-red illumination; a mid-level camera will record in pitch darkness up to 30
meters away. Automatic day and night mode and a very low lux level of 0.05, means
colour is recorded for longer as light levels diminish before the camera switches to
infrared.
We recommend setting the system to start recording on one or all of the cameras as they
see movement. Areas of the frame can be ignored such as trees or plants blowing in the
wind to maximize hard drive storage. The size of the hard drive and length of recording
time depends on the number of cameras but our systems generally get at least a month
of footage from each camera but can also be upgraded. The recorder automatically writes
over the oldest footage first.

The menu and playback interface is simple and easy to navigate whether viewing through
the recorder and TV or via the app – full training is provided.
‘Off the shelf’ kits from online and electronics stores may be appealing at first but often
require networking and professional setup resulting in a similar price tag. Our system is
easily set up on your smart phone by our technician when your system is installed. Other
phones or tablets can easily be set up to log in later by the owner.
Real support and local service.

4 Channel IP Package
4x 2MP IVSEC IP Cameras
1x HD IVSEC Networked Video Recorder
1x Seagate 1TB Internal Hard Disk Drive
Setup to TV, HDMI cable, USB mouse included
Motion Sense Record
Infra-Red Nighttime Illumination
Setup to view recorded & live footage on any Android or Apple mobile
device*
12 Month warranty on parts & installation
All training provided
4x Bullet style IP camera surveillance system installed to single storey, brick/ tile
home. Dome Cameras add $150.

4 Channel Dome Varifocal IP Package
4x 2MP IVSEC Varifocal IP Dome Cameras
1x HD IVSEC Networked Video Recorder

Manually adjusted zoom/ focus
1x Seagate 1TB Internal Hard Disk Drive
Setup to TV, HDMI cable, USB mouse included
Motion Sense Record
Infra-Red Nighttime Illumination
Setup to view recorded & live footage on any Android or
Apple mobile device*
12 Month warranty on parts & installation
All training provided
4x Dome style IP camera surveillance system installed to single storey, brick/ tile
home

8 Channel Dome IP Package
4x 2MP IVSEC IP Cameras
1x 8 Channel HD IVSEC Networked Video Recorder
1x Seagate 2TB Internal Hard Disk Drive
Setup to TV, HDMI cable, USB mouse included
Motion Sense Record
Infra-Red Nighttime Illumination
Setup to view recorded & live footage on any Android or Apple mobile
device*
12 Month warranty on parts & installation
All training provided
Additional cameras $215 ea

8 Channel NVR, 4x Dome style IP camera system installed to single storey, brick/ tile
home.

Call Today For a Free Quote
IVSEC Options
Varifocal Cameras
Higher resolution cameras available
Uninterrupted Power Supplies (UPS)
8 & 16 Channel Recorders
Standalone monitors
*Setup to mobile devices is dependent on a compatible home router and wireless
network. Some Telstra and NBN connections may need external IT support to connect.
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